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ChainPoint is a series of distinctive conferences, which are happening worldwide with a primary goal to
make real business happen in one place for the embellishing reality of tomorrow.
Being the largest conference in the region, ChainPoint traditionally brings together the top brass of
blockchain space, provides a platform where everyone from the most cutting-edge startup to industry giant
comes for three main things: to network, to master and simply get business done.

Highlights

blockchain

The promise and potential of
to drive social impact, transform our everyday life, disrupt almost
every major industry is here, and it will revolutionize the way that people and societies interact
The 2020 decade is about breakthroughs; ChainPoint 2020 is about

digital transformation

At ChainPoint 2020 we will witness what will drive the industry and reveal the insights about blockchain and

tech

convergence - how robots are proving their crucial role in our everyday lives, how AI and IoT can
complement to the formation of truly decentralized network and track the evolution of Web 3.0
Let us bring light to the most explicit applications in the space and think the future together

Previously at Chainpoints

Tigran Khachatryan
The Minister of Economy of the Republic of Armenia

Noubar Afeyan
Co-Founder of Aurora Forum

Henri Arslanian
Global Crypto Leader and FinTech Leader for Asia at PwC

Featured at ChainPoints

ChainPoints in numbers
1 in 4
attendees are C-level

30% of attendees are
from the ﬁnancial sector

25+ startup demos

10 investment funds

Previously at Chainpoints
ChainPoint 18 video

ChainPoint 19 photos

Reasons to join

WHY
A
TT
END?

Outstanding Content
brought by top-notch
experts

Exhibition of some of
the most innovative
products and services
in the space

Exceptional
Networking with the
thought leaders of the
industry

Startup Demo
Sessions will give a
glimpse into the
future with projects
ready to disrupt

Excellent location will create
the right atmosphere to
uncover the opportunities of
our country, the one with the
most favorable
tech ecosystem
in the region

With the unique cultural
program you will discover
Armenia, explore the
delights of national cuisine,
and feel the heritage of
thousand-year-old
traditions

About Armenia
Business Environment
After the Velvet Revolution in 2018, the Government of Armenia has adopted the strategy for
“economic revolution”. The country has recorded an extraordinary economic activity growth,
becoming one of the global leaders in this term with a fantastic 7,5% growth in 2019. This
thriving economy is providing more and more opportunities for the international players to
invest in the fast-developing industries.

Tech Leadership

Cultural Heritage

Armenia has become a home for
future technologies, successful
tech companies and gamechanging startups that make
their way to the global tech
market stating the innovative and
technological potential of the
nation. Come and see the
innovation powerhouse of the
region for yourself.

Armenia is a land of mysticism
which will capture your imagination.
An open air museum, where you can
walk through time and experience
living history with the beauty of
untouched nature and cultural gems.
One of the world’s ﬁrst wine-making
countries and home to the longest
ropeway, Armenia has always been
at the crossroads of cultural trends
and intellectual thought.

Your Host

Nooor Blockchain Armenia is a non-proﬁt association that has formed a vast international
network of experts, investors, startups, companies, as well as academia and public entities to promote
digital economy through the development and integration of blockchain. We aim to see Armenia as a
major player in this new league with its favorable tech ecosystem.

a r m e n i a n

b l o c k c h a i n

a s s o c i a t i o n

While we try to guess what the future will look like, chances are, by the time we are
there, we will witness not a sophisticated evolution of usual things, but a bright
variety of revolutionary approaches. Blockchain is a must with its ability to ease the
dependence on trust in the context of ever growing amount of all kinds of data in
that future.
Come join us at ChainPoint to ﬁnd out whether blockchain can glue Big Data, AI, IoT,
and other technologies for the sake of businesses we would never think could exist.
Vigen Arushanyan
President, Nooor

Didn’t ﬁnd what you were looking for?
Let’s work together to customize
your experience!

chainpoint.io
nooor.io

hello@chainpoint.io
+374 41 260570

#Armenia4blockchain #chainpoint20 #nooor #thinkthefuture #blockchain4Armenia

